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Abstract: The cloud design is a new product and service design mean that faces manufacturing services, 
compromising advanced design, information, cloud computing, internet of things, visual simulation, intelligent 
and green technology etc. The definition of cloud design is given, the distinction between the cloud design and 
existing design models is analyzed; the cloud design platform and platform architecture are built, including 
service, operating platform and resources etc.; the key technology of cloud design is given, including resource 
cloud technology, service management technology, the management technology of resource providers and users, 
security and credible safeguard technology. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Today, manufacturing industry has entered the 
network manufacturing age, cloud manufacturing are 
also emerging. The design services the 
manufacturing industry that must also conform to the 
development of cloud manufacturing, to found 
"cloud design" platform [1, 2]. Cloud design is a new 
industry design model, it has a series of character 
with informationization, servitization, green, 
intelligent and so on. The business drive and 
superiority complementary based on common 
interests that can be achieved between cloud nodes 
by the self-organization of cloud design, the design 
process can be accomplished by self-organization; 
while the cloud design is constantly self-
improvement, to improve its complexity, accuracy 

and perfection, constantly to strengthen the ability to 
adapt the market. 

Building the cloud design platform, to cause the 
mechanical product design and advanced information 
technology, network technology and design 
technology combined, and improve the user-oriented 
cloud design platform, to organize online design 
resource according to user needs under platform 
support, breaking the constraint of geographical 
space and time domain for designers, design ways 
and means, to carry out product design activities that 
cover mechanical product lifecycle, to achieve the 
collaboration between users and various design 
resource sharing and integrating, in the case to ensure 
design quality , quickly and efficiently and cost-
effectively to provide users with the necessary design 
resources and services. 
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Cloud design to lead modern design change, it is 
the new model that design informationization is to a 
qualitative leap, which the CAID fuses internet of 
things, cloud computing, service-oriented 
manufacturing. It boosts the revolution of 
manufacturing industry, cloud manufacturing is a 
new model of networked manufacturing, indicating 
manufacturing qualitative change, if cloud design 
and cloud manufacturing can be cooperated with 
development, which will be able to achieve the great-
leap-forward development of "manufacturing"  
to "create". 
 
 
2. Related Concepts 
 
2.1. The Meaning of Cloud Platforms 
 

Cloud design is a new model of network design 
that service-oriented for manufacturing, to fuse 
modern design, cloud computing, internet of things, 
intelligentization and other technologies and cloud 
design services platform, to organize network design 
resources according to user needs, to provide users 
with all kinds of one-demand design services. The 
existing network design and service technology have 

be fused with cloud computing, cloud security, high 
performance computing, internet of things and other 
technology by cloud design technology, to achieve 
all kinds of design resources uniform, centralized 
intelligent management and operation, to provide 
various design activities and services for the product 
design process with readily available, on-demand 
use, safe and reliable, high-quality and low-cost. 
Cloud design join the large number heterogeneous 
design resources together that be distributed in 
different physical locations by sharing networks, to 
form a virtual centralized resources, and thus for the 
design firm to provide the sharing of design 
capabilities and resources. In the application, to 
achieve the objective that decentralized resource to 
focus using and concertized resources to distribute 
service. 

 

 
2.2. The Difference Between Cloud Design 

and Existing Design Mode 
 

The following similarity and difference between 
cloud design and the existing network design, ASP, 
design grid, etc. [3], as shown Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. The similarity and difference of several design modes. 
 

Similarity and 
difference 

Design mode 
Dynamic Service model Collaboration Security Operation model 

Network design Weak One to one Weak Weak Design task 

ASP Better One to many Weak Weak Service tenancy 

Design grid Weak Many to one Better Weak Design task 

Cloud design Better Many to many Better Better On-demand tenancy 

 
 

1) Although the current network designs to 
promote the enterprise business collaboration that 
based network technology, but it is mainly embodied 
in a stand-alone system, it is a fixed amount 
resources or established solution to provide services 
for user, the lack of dynamics, while lack of 
intelligent client and effective business model. In 
addition, the network design only achieves a topical 
application, it is urgent need in virtue of cloud design 
technology to achieve a wider range of promotion 
and application. 

2) The long-range service leased model of ASP 
technology can solve the information-based software 
costs of application systems of minor enterprises, but 
because the client intelligence and data security are 
deficiencies that lead to further promotion and 
application more difficult. However, existing 
research and marketing experience of ASP 
technology is the learning key that implements  
cloud design. 

3) Design grid emphasize that the convergence, 
discovery, optimizing collocation of distributed 

resources services, mainly to reflect the thinking of 
“decentralized resources to focus use”, and its service 
model are the form of “many to one”, namely multi-a 
distributed resource for a user or task service, so also 
lack commercial operation space. The cloud design 
emphasizes the "many to many", which brings 
distributed resource services together for centralized 
management, to provide services for multiple users 
simultaneously. 

4) Cloud designs take the design resource service 
as center, mainly for the design industry, the 
hardware and software design resources are 
integrated as Cloud Design Service Centers that are 
necessary for enterprise product design. All users can 
connect to the center that can take various activities 
service request, including preliminary design, design, 
experimentation, management, and other during the 
design cycle, cloud design services platform will be 
efficient smart matching, seeking, recommending 
and executing services in the clouds, and 
transparently take various design resources as a 
service to the user. 
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3. Cloud Design Platform  
and Architecture 

 
3.1. Cloud Design Platform 
 

Research to build the cloud design platform that 
faces multi-user, service-based, can commercially 
operate [4], shown in Fig. 1. Cloud design platform is 
composed by the cloud provider (Cloud Design 
Service Provider), cloud demander (Cloud Design 

Service Demander) and cloud design services 
platform (Middleware). The cloud provider provides 
the services of design resources and design 
capabilities by cloud design services platform, cloud 
demander advances service requests by the cloud 
design services platform; cloud design services 
platform based on the task request that submitted by 
users under the support of all cloud technology, to 
search the service that meets client requirements and 
to supply on-demand for cloud demander. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The cloud design platform. 
 
 
3.2. The Architecture of Cloud Design 

Platform 
 

To achieve the cloud design platform, the 
architecture of cloud design platform is submitted, as 
shown Fig. 2 [5-6]. 

As Fig. 2, the architecture includes the following 
five levels: 

1) The physical resource layer. Physical resource 
layer is the lowest level of cloud design, to provide 
sharing physical resources facing collaborative 
design activities, such as equipment resources, 
software resources etc. All kinds of physical 
resources will be taken to access the network by the 
physical layer resources through the embedded cloud 
terminal technology, internet of things technology, to 
achieve the overall interconnection of design 
physical resources, to provide the interface support 
for virtual resources package and resources 
transferring of cloud design. 

2) Virtual resource layer of cloud design. This 
layer mainly take various design services that access 
to the network collecting virtual design resources, to 
define tools and virtualization tools etc. through the 
cloud design service, and virtual design resources 
will be packaged into a cloud services, posted to the 
cloud design service center in cloud. The main 
function is provided by this layer that including cloud 
access technologies, cloud service definition, 
virtualization, cloud service publishing management, 
quality management of resources, pricing and billing 
management of resource providers and resource 
division management. 

3) Cloud Design Core Services layer. The layer is 
mainly facing three type users of cloud design (cloud 

provider, cloud demander, cloud services operating 
business), to provide a variety of core services and 
functions for the integrated management of design 
cloud services, including cloud services 
standardization and testing management, interface 
management, and other services facing cloud 
provider; to provide user management, system 
management, cloud service management, data 
management, publishing management services of 
cloud services facing cloud service providers; and to 
provide cloud task management, high-performance 
search and scheduling management facing  
cloud demander. 

4) The application interface layer. Cloud design 
application interface layer is mainly offering 
different professional application interface and user 
registration, checking and other common 
management interface for specific  
design applications. 

5) The application layer of cloud design. The 
layer faces all areas and trade of the design industry. 
Different users only need to pass the gateway website 
of cloud design, various user interface (including 
mobile terminals, PC terminal, special terminals, 
etc.), to access and use the various types cloud 
service of cloud design system. 
 
 
4. Key Technologies of Cloud Design 
 

The key technologies of cloud design [7-8] 
roughly including: general technology; cloud 
technology; integrated management technology of 
cloud services; credibility and security technology of 
cloud design; business management technology of 

Cloud provider Cloud provider 

Cloud demander Cloud demander 

Cloud demander 
Cloud demander 

Cloud design 
services platform 
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cloud design; visualization simulation technology of 
cloud design; collaborative technology. Fig. 3 shows 
the classification of key technology of the cloud 

design and meaning and the main content of each 
technology category. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The architecture of cloud design platform. 
 
 
4.1. Overall Technology 

 
Overall technologies mainly include design 

mode, architecture, and related standards and norms 
technologies. Mainly from the system point, to 
research structure, organization and operation mode 
and other aspects technology of cloud design system, 
and research correlative standards and norms that 
supports the implementation of cloud design. 
Including: the cloud design architecture that support 
multiple users, commercial operation, service-
oriented; the design resources trading, sharing, 
interoperability mode under cloud design mode; 
cloud design related standards, protocols, norms etc., 
such as cloud service access standards, cloud service 

description specifications, cloud service  
access protocols. 
 
 

4.2. Cloud Technology 
 

The embedded cloud terminal package, access, 
calling techniques of all design resources of cloud 
design services provider is mostly researched. Mostly 
including distributed storage and computing of cloud 
design resources; virtualization technology of cloud 
design resource; package, calls and access 
technologies of cloud design resources and services; 
definitions, publishing technology of cloud design 
resources and service; cloud terminal embedded 
access technology; implementation technology of 
internet of things. 

Application interface 
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Application layer 

Cloud interfaces, Cloud terminal, Cloud users 

Virtual resource 
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resources 
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Computing 
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User information 
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management  
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management 

…… Cloud release 
management 
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cloud scheduling 

User management Design task 
management 
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management 
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management 

Pricing and clearing 
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Fig. 3. Key technology of cloud design. 
 
 
4.3. The Integrated Management Technology 

of Cloud Services 
 

To mostly research the access, publishing, 
organization and aggregation, management and 
scheduling integrated management operations of 
cloud services are supported by cloud service 

provider. Including statistical access definition and 
management and authentication etc.; the formation, 
aggregation, storage, search and dynamic matching 
of cloud service, the build and deployment, 
decomposition, optimization of design task; the 
promoting of service delivery model, user 
management and authorization mechanisms etc. 
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Overall technology 

Resources perception and 
access technology of cloud 

design 

Virtualization and service 
technology of cloud design 

resources and capacity

The structure and 
management technology of

cloud design service 
virtualization environment 

Virtualization runs 
technology of cloud design 

service environment 

Virtualization service 
environmental assessment 
technology of cloud design 

Credibility and security 
design services technology 

of cloud Design 

Man-machine interacting 
technology of cloud 

design 

Design art technology 

The organization, operation, trading models of cloud design; 
Development and application standards of cloud design services 
platform; The architecture of cloud design services platform; 
System management technology of cloud design platform 

Network IntelliSense perception technology based on sensor;
Design resource access adapter technology based internet of things;
Dynamic acquisition, analysis and pretreatment technology of
Massive sensory data; Access technology of design knowledge base

Semantic description and modeling techniques of hardware and
software resources and capabilities of  cloud design;
Transformation and mapping technology of physical and virtual
resources; Construction and management technologies of virtual
resource cloud pool; Dynamic optimization techniques of virtual
resources during use; Service package and cloud technology of
cloud design; Interdisciplinary dynamic knowledge integration and
management techniques; Virtual reality technology and animation
techniques

Classification management techniques of cloud design service;
Intelligent matching technology of cloud design services; On-
demand dynamic composition and evolution technology of cloud
design services; On-demand dynamic structure and agile
deployment technologies of cloud design virtual resources; Pricing
and quality service management techniques of cloud design
services; Information systems management technology of cloud
design 

Collaborative design and virtual resources fault-tolerant technology
of cloud Design Service; Dynamic scheduling and virtual resources
on-demand loose coupling using techniques of cloud design
services; The building and management technology of trading
platform of cloud design services; Running process monitoring
techniques of cloud design services; Operation safety control
technology of cloud design

Credit assessment techniques of multi-user trade main body; 
Integrated utility evaluation techniques of cloud design services; 
Comprehensive evaluation techniques of physical and virtual 
resources; Security and confidentiality evaluation techniques of 
cloud design

Credible operational techniques of cloud Design; Trusted Network 
Technology of cloud design; credible access technology of cloud 
terminal; embedded trusted hardware of cloud terminal; System
and data reliability technology of cloud design 

Multi-channel man-machine interacting technology   in user using 
environment of cloud design; Semantics-based voice interacting 
technology of cloud terminal; On-demand personalized user 
customizable interface technology of cloud terminal 

Computer aided industrial design technology; Creative design 
technology; Design art knowledge quantitative techniques 
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4.4. Credibility and Security Technology 
Cloud Design 

 
The main research is how to implement credible 

and secure cloud design technology. Including: 
terminal embedded trusted hardware; terminal 
credible access, publishing; the reliability and 
secrecy technology of cloud design credible 
operations, network, system service and  
other aspects. 
 
 
4.5. Business Management Technology  

of Cloud Design 
 

The main research is related technologies of 
enterprise business and process management under 
cloud design mode. Including: the dynamic structure, 
management and implementation technology of 
business processes under cloud design mode; the cost 
structure, pricing, bargaining and operating 
strategies, and corresponding electronic payment 
technology of cloud services, etc.; the credit 
management system and realization technology of 
cloud design model (cloud provider, cloud client,  
the operator). 
 
 
4.6. The Virtualization Technology  

of Cloud Design 
 

The creation of virtual design resources and 
capabilities involve the creation, publishing, storage 

technology of various types of "Virtual Devices" 
template or image and the technology that moves the 
physical environment to a virtual environment. The 
on-demand customization and deployment of virtual 
design resources and capabilities involve multi-
dimensional matching, semantic combination, 
automatic deployment, the target physical device 
activation technology of virtual device. The 
management of virtual design resources and capacity 
involve the monitoring, fast management, integrated 
performance optimization scheduling, online moving 
and efficient backup technology of its state and 
processes. The virtualization framework of cloud 
design resource as shown Fig. 4 [9]. 
 
 
4.7. The Collaboration Technology  

of Cloud Design 
 

The cloud design collaboration to solve multi-
agent cooperation and build a virtualized cloud 
design system to respond the needs of users, so its 
need the technology that base on intelligent 
requirement analysis and task decomposition, to 
identify and match multi-agent resources/capabilities, 
and to optimize resources/capabilities through 
polymerization and partition technology, to build 
virtualization system. The design resources / 
capabilities are provided by all main part using the 
model of standardized description in virtualization 
cloud design system, the complexity of the 
underlying distributed isomer is shielded, and the 
interoperable service interface is provided. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Virtualization framework of cloud design resource. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

Cloud design provides a new concept and model 
for industry design informationization that has a 
broad developing space, to accelerate the depth 
development that the design informationization to the 
network, intelligent, emotional and services. Cloud 
design requires design corporation has a good 
informationization base, and to achieve enterprise 
information integration. Cloud design is a strategic 
systems engineering, its development will be a 
gradual long-term process, it is best that decision 
parallel the cloud manufacture, collaborative 
development. The achievement of cloud design 
technology needs a lot of work carrying out under the 
traction of application requirement and the driving of 
related technologies, its research and application will 
further promote the design industry to the "network, 
intelligent, service" direction, so that the information 
degree of design industry will be enhanced  
a new level. 
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